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LOT # QTY

1Auction Policies1

Hard to find black & white variant sketch cover by Todd McFarlane.
First printing. September 1997. NM condition.

1Spawn #1 Black & White McFarlane Variant2

Reprints the #1-4 issues by Frank Miller. NM condition.
1Wolverine 1987 TPB/1st Print!3

Lot of three Redline Hot Wheels ranging from 1968, 1970, and
1973. All vehicles are in overall good condition, however, the
condition of each individual vehicle varies as the magneta Twin Mill
is missing the right side engine and has a bent axle, the pink Jet
Threat is missing the clear plastic cabin, and the green Splittin'
Image is missing the engine and has a bent axle. All have paint
chips and signs of storage wear.  You get all pictured.

1Vintage Redline Hot Wheels Lot of (3)4

Sealed collectors packs featuring Marvels #1-4 by Alex Ross. NM
condition.

1Marvels #1-4/Alex Ross Collector Packs5

A brand new, never opened, still in original packaging Luke
Skywalker With Tauntaun #366 Funko Pop. Funko measures
approximately 6" tall. See pictures for further condition details.

1Luke With Tauntaun #366 Funko Pop6

Harder to find mail-away comic from 1992. NM- condition.
1Wolverine/Spider-Man Charleston Chew #17

Lot of ten loose Matchbox vehicles from 1974, 1975, and 1978.
Vehicles are in overall good condition, however, the condition for
individual vehicles vary and many exhibit signs of storage and or
play wear. The red Hondaroda motorcycle is missing the front
wheel. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)8

First 3 issues of the Revolutionary Press series. NM condition.
1Carnal Comics Mini-Series #1-39

Recalled due to a lawsuit between Cabbage Comics and Hooters
for illegally using the company's name. NM condition.

1Halle the Hooters Girl #1/Recalled!10

LOT # QTY

Four Star Wars Funko Pops, which features #65 Captain Phasma,
#84 Varmik, #89 The Fighter Pilot, and #118  Maz Kanata. All
items are brand new, never opened, and are still in the original
packaging. Boxes do show signs of storage wear, as seen on The
Fighter Pilot box as it does have slight creasing on the top. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Star Wars Funko Pop Lot of (4)10a

First 8 issues from the Palliard Press series. All are first printings!
NM- to NM range.

1XXXenophile #1-8/1st Prints!11

Three vintage Hot Wheels cars from the 1960s. All cars are in
overall good condition, however, the conditions for each specific
vehicle varies and all display signs of slight paint chipping through
storage and or playwear. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 60s Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (3)12

13 issues with some great covers and lower print runs. NM
condition.

1Spawn #101-109/#111/112/113/11613

4 comics. Includes 4 different covers. NM condition.
1Jim Balent's Tarot #15-16 (4 Covers)14

Two Batmobiles from Detective Comics, #371 and #601 with two
accompanying publications. Vehicles are brand new, never opened,
and are still in the original packaging. The magazines are in overall
great condition with light signs of storage wear on the vertices of
the covers. See pictures for further condition details.

1Detective Comics Batmobiles & Publication Lot15

Lot of ten loose Matchbox vehicles from 1975 and 1976. All
vehicles are in overall great condition, however the conditions may
range from individual vehicle to vehicle as some have very minor
chips in the paint. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)16

5 comics. Includes 2 copies of #3. #1 is the first unofficial
appearance of Mothra. NM condition.

1Sentai #1/3/4/6 1st Mothra!17

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Wicked Weapon Film Adaptation comic with limited edition photo
cover. VF+ condition.

1Jenna Jameson Ltd.. Ed. Photo Cover Comic18

10 comics. Includes the Wizard World exclusive variant for #20 and
the #26 Marc Silvestri variant cover! NM condition.

1Wolverine #20/21/23-30 w/Variants19

This 1995 Nylint Outbounder is in overall good condition, but it
does exhibit signs aging and playwear as there is paint chipping on
the exterior contours and a crack in the windshield. Additionally,
this item is missing the accompanying canoe. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Nylint 1995 Outbounder RV Camper20

Anthology of stories written by Rob Zombie. #1 features cover art
by J. Scott Campbell. NM condition.

1Rob Zombie's Spookshow International #1-321

Hard to find last issue! NM condition.
1Penthouse Comix #33/Last Issue22

6 comics. Includes the Frankenstein variant for Resurrection #1.
NM condition.

1Hari Kari (Blackout Comics) Lot of (6)23

Ten Corgi vehicles from varying years. Each vehicle's condition
varies from one another, and some vehicles have heavier signs of
wear than others. See pictures for further condition details. You get
all pictured.

1Corgi Loose Cars Lot of (10)24

Alex Ross variant cover. NM condition.
1Spawn #100/Death of Angela25

Three Star Wars Funko Pops. This listing includes #155 Bistan,
#188 Death Star Droid (White), and #189 Death Star Droid (Black).
All Funkos are brand new, never opened, and are still in the
original packaging. Boxes are in overall great condition, however,
there are some signs of minimal storage wear and a slight crease
on the side of the white Death Star Droid. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Star Wars Funko Pop Lot of (3)25a

A brand new, never opened, still in original packaging figure from
the DC Multiverse. Figure measures approximately 7" tall. Box is in
overall great condition, however it does have some very minor
signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Batman Earth -11 Dark Nights: Metal Figure26

Includes Mark Schultz and lost Crown pages! NM condition.
1Death Rattle #1-3 Kitchen Sink27

Lot of ten loose Matchbox vehicles from 1972 and 1973. All
vehicles are in overall good condition, however, they do vary from
vehicle to vehicle and some display very minor paint chips. You get
all pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)28
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Underground Comix series by Terry Laban. NM- to NM range.
1Cud #1-7 Fantagraphics Books29

4 comics. Includes 4 different covers. NM condition.
1Jim Balent's Tarot #19-20 (4 Covers)30

Signed on the cover and inside by Adult film actress Lisa Ann. The
autograph does not come with a CoA, but is believed by Back to
the Past to be genuine. NM- to NM range.

1Carnal Comics Lisa Ann Signed Comic31

Blue Rocket-Bye-Baby Redline from 1970s. This vehicle is in
overall fine condition, however, there are paint chips along the
exterior contours of the body and slight scuffing exhibited on the
windshield. See pictures for further condition details.

11970 Rocket-Bye-Baby Redline Hot Wheels32

Lot includes #126-128, 145 (stand and foil cover), 146 and 148.
NM condition.

1Wolverine Group of (7) #126-14833

3 issues. #50 is the What if…"The Hulk Had Killed Wolverine?"
issue with a foil embossed cover. NM condition.

1What If #10/14/50 Key34

Three Batman Forever figures, such as Night Hunter Batman,
Street Biker Robin, and The Riddler. All figures are brand new,
never opened, and are still in the original cards. The cards
themselves are in overall good condition, however, there is slight
bowing presented on the top cards, price stickers on the Robin and
The Riddler figure, and the bubble on The Riddler has started to
slightly come off the packaging on the upper left hand corner. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Batman Forever Figure Lot of (3)35

Lot of ten loose Matchbox vehicles from 1972 and 1973. Most of
the cars are in overall great condition, but all vehicles' conditions
vary. The blue Scopa Coopa's windshield has been broken. You
get all pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)36

Includes the first 3 issue series and Jungle Adventure #1-2. NM
condition.

1Domino Lady Eros Comix Lot of (5)37

8 issues. First appearance of Ab and Zab. NM condition.
1Spawn #90/92/94-99/1st Ab and Zab38

First full issue with interior artwork and cover art by Jim Lee at
Marvel Comics. NM condition.

1Alpha Flight #51 + #53/1st Jim Lee AF!39

Lot of twelve loose Hot Wheels vehicles from 1970, 1973, and
1975. All vehicles appear to be in overall good condition, however,
conditions range from each individual car. There are signs of paint
chipping and storage/play wear exhibited on some of the vehicles.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (12)40
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Four Knight of Ren Star Wars Funko Pops. This listing features
#325 Knight of Ren (Long Axe), Hot Topic Exclusive #332 Knight
of Ren (War Club), #333 Knight of Ren (Scythe), and #335 Knight
of Ren (Heavy Blade). All Funkos are brand new, never opened,
and still in the original packaging. All boxes are in overall excellent
condition, but there is a very minimal bend on the edge of the top
exterior flap on the Heavy Blade Knight of Ren. You get all
pictured.

1Star Wars Funko Pop Lot of (4)40a

20 issues in the #55-112 range. Includes #106 in which Northstar
reveals that he is gay. Also includes the 1992 Special. NM
condition.

1Alpha Flight Group of (20) #55-112/Key41

13 issues. Includes #1-5 from the MAX series and #1-7 + 13 from
the 1992 series. NM condition.

1Luke Cage (Power Man) Comic Book Lot42

Lot includes #1,2,3,5Summer Special and Ward's W.O.W. #1. The
#1 issue from Innovation features a highly sought after cover by
Olivia De Berardini. NM condition.

1Torchy (Bill Ward) Comic Lot/Key Olivia Cover43

Three vintage Matchbox cars from the 1960s. All cars are in overall
great condition, however, the conditions for each specific vehicle
varies and all appear to display very minor signs of paint chipping
through storage wear. You get all pictured.

1Vintage 60s Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (3)44

Nineteen Batman Valentines Day cards, which comes with packs of
34, 32, and 16. All cards are brand new, never opened, and still in
the original packaging. The boxes are in overall good condition,
however, some do have light storage wear. See pictures for further
details. You get all pictured.

1Batman Valentines Cards Lot of (19)45

Cover art by Dave Stevens. Includes two sets of 3-D glasses,
stapled to interior. NM- condition.

1The 3-D Zone: Space Vixens #16/Dave Stevens46

Adult comic. NM condition.
1Penthouse Comix #3247

Ten loose Hot Wheels vehicles from 1976 and 1975. Conditions
vary from vehicle to vehicle, some vehicles show signs of storage
wear and very minor paint chipping. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (10)48

4 comics. Also includes Michelle Bauer photos that were included
in the deluxe pack. NM- to NM range.

1Carnal Comics Lot of (4) with Photos49

9 issues. #88 features classic cover art by Todd McFarlane and
Greg Capullo. NM condition.

1Spawn #80-84 + #86-89/Key Cover50

LOT # QTY

12 comics. Includes the standard and foil variant cover for the #100
milestone issue. NM condition.

1Wolverine #100-105 + #107-11151

Two vintage Redline Hot Wheels vehicles, one being a green 1973
Sir Rodney Roadster and the other being a purple 1975 Zap
Dragster. Both vehicles are in overall good condition, however, the
roadster is missing the top for the cabin with minor paint chipping
along the body, and the dragster's decal has been worn off,
displays signs of storage wear via paint chipping, and the front right
wheel has been broken. Please, see pictures for further condition
details.

11970s Redline Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (2)52

7 consecutive issues, special and trade paperback. NM condition.
1Eros Small Favors #1-7 + Special/TPB53

First 4 issues. #1 comes with an embossed cover! NM condition.
1Conan the Adventurer #1-4 (1994)54

Five Star Wars Funko Pops. This lot contains #68 First Order
Flametrooper, a GameStop Exclusive #207 DJ, #235 Vice Admiral
Holdo, #380 Moff Gideon, and a GameStop Exclusive #394
Shadow Stormtrooper. All figures are brand new, never opened,
and still in the original packaging. The boxes are in overall great
condition, however, there are signs of light storage wear and the
First Order Flametrooper has a partially torn off sticker on the front
of the bubble. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Star Wars Funko Pops Lot of (5)55

Ten loose Matchbox vehicles, featuring construction and utility
vehicles, from 1976 and 1977. The condition varies, however, one
of the orange No. 29 Tractor Shovels is missing the rear right
wheel and the red No. 42 Mercedes Container Truck is missing the
trailer. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)56

Dynamic Forces limited edition. #99/100! Includes Alex Ross
autograph and Logan/Wolverine sketch with autograph by artist Bill
Reinhold. This comes with CoA! NM condition.

1Earth X #X Alex Ross Signed w/Sketch57

3 comics. Includes the 1993 Holiday Special with Art Adams
wraparound cover, Spring Special #1 featuring Moon Knight and
Summer Special 1992 with Carol Danvers!  NM condition.

1Marvel Special Comic Lot58

4 comics featuring Journey into Mystery #514-516 and The return
of Shang-Chi one-shot in Marvel Comics. 1997. NM condition.

1Journey Into Mystery #514-516 + One-Shot Shang-Chi59

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Two vintage Hot Wheels vehicles from the 1960s, a 1969 gold
Hemi Hauler and 1969 silver Alive 55. Both vehicles are in overall
good condition, however, both side door decals are worn and slight
chipping is evident on both cars. The gold Hauler shows signs of
playwear and scuffing in the paint on the roof and throughout the
body of the vehicle. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage 60s Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (2)60

Three Legends of Batman figures, which contains Ultra Armor
Batman, Catwoman, and The Riddler. All figures are brand new,
never opened, still on the original cards. The cards are in overall
good condition, but there are signs of light storage wear along the
corners of the card. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

1Legends of Batman Figure Lot of (3)60a

Dynamic Forces edition with CoA. #42/1500. Signed by comic
legend, Joseph Michael Linsner. NM condition.

1Killraven #1 Signed Ed. Joseph Michael Linsner61

Copper age classic comic! VF+/NM- condition.
1Obnoxio the Clown Vs. The X-Men #162

8 issues. #73 is the first appearance of The Heap. NM condition.
1Spawn #70-75 + #78/7963

Two carrying cases from 2002 designed to hold 24 1:64 die-cast
vehicles. Both cases are in overall great condition, with slight
scuffing and signs of storage wear. See pictures for further details.

1Hot Wheels Die-Cast Cars Carrying Case Lot of (2)64

Four Star Wars Funko Pops, which features #267 Paige, a
GameStop Exclusive #395 Darth Malak, #404 The Mythrol, and
$406 Gamorrean Fighter. All Funkos are brand new, never opened,
and still in the original packaging. The boxes are in overall
excellent condition, however there are slight dents present on the
corners of the Paige Funko Pop. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Star Wars Funko Pops Lot of (4)65

Stephen Platt covers. #60 is the final issue and *death* of Marc
Spector. NM condition.

1Moon Knight #59-60/Platt + Last Issue66

All 4 issues from the prestige format series. First appearance of
Deathlok, Michael Collins. First solo limited series featuring
Deathlok. NM condition.

1Deathlok #1-4 (1990) Dwayne McDuffie67

Ten loose Hot Wheels vehicles from 1976 and 1977. Conditions
vary from vehicle to vehicle, some vehicles show signs of storage
wear and very minor paint chipping and decals worn to differing
amounts. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (10)68

LOT # QTY

A Batman Forever 3D board game to battle at the Big Top from
1995. The game is brand new, never opened, in original packaging,
and still factory sealed. The box is in overall excellent condition but
there is some light storage wear present along the edges. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Batman Forever 3D Board Game69

Lot includes #3-6 and 19-21. #4 is the first appearance of Midnight,
a sidekick to Moon Knight who later became an enemy. NM- to NM
range.

1Moon Knight Group of (7) #3-2170

A lot of Hello Kitty and other Sanrio friends stationary sets and
more! The conditions of all items vary, but all are in overall good
condition and some items are brand new and never opened. See
pictures for further item details. You get all pictured.

1Hello Kitty & More Sanrio Lot70a

Ribic variant cover. NM condition.
1Black Panther #1/Esad Ribic Variant71

Tonka Might Diesel from the 1990s. Measures 26" tall (with the
excavator extended), 16 3/8" long, and 8" wide. This excavator is in
overall good condition with signs of rusting on the arm and bucket,
wear in the side decals, and very minor chips in the paint along
edges.  See pictures for further condition details.

1Tonka Mighty Diesel 3931-A Excavator Load 121072

All six issues from the Marvel limited series. NM condition.
1Marvel: The End #1-673

Three Marvel Funko Pops. This lot contains a #343 Hank Pym, a
#344 Janet Van Dyne, and a #384 Ant-Man. All Funkos are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. The boxes
are in overall great condition, but the Janet Van Dyne Funko has a
slight dent in the front bubble. You get all pictured.

1Marvel Funko Pop Lot of (3)74

First cover appearance of Wings of Redemption Spawn, Al
Simmons touched by both darkness and light. NM condition.

1Spawn #77/Key Wings of Redemption75

Ten loose Hot Wheels vehicles from 1973, 1974, and 1979. All cars
are in overall good condition, however, condition varies from
vehicle to vehicle as seen through the paint wear on the blue Silver
Bullet and the red Ford Torino Stocker race car. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (10)76

10 consecutive issues. First appearances of Dirt Nap and Chimera.
NM condition.

1Wolverine #90-9977

Issues #1-3 by Milo Manara. NM condition.
1Butterscotch #1-3/Eros Comix/Manara78

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Includes the standard and photo cover of the comic as well as (2)
nude photo prints. NM condition.

1Carnal Comics Rebecca Lord Lot79

Two vintage Matchbox vehicles from 1968 and 1969, a No. 71 Ford
Heavy Wreck Truck and a No. 42 Iron Fairy Crane respectively.
Both cars are in overall good shape with signs of storage wear via
the paint chipping along the contours of the body on both vehicles.
See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage 60s Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (2)80

All six parts. All are polybagged! Includes keys! Ghost Rider
#28,Ghost Rider & Blaze Spirits of Vengeance #1,Morbius
#1,Darkhold #1,Nightstalkers #1 and Ghost Rider #31. NM
condition.

1Marvel Rise of the Midnight Sons Parts 1-681

11 mature comix. #3 is the first mature content comic packaged in
a clear poly-bag with an insert to obscure the adult content. NM
condition.

1Black Kiss #1-10 + 12/Howard Chaykin82

Bettie Page Comics #1 and Betty Being Bad by Eros. NM
condition.

1Bettie Page Eros/Dark Horse Comic Lot83

Six Models of Yesteryear loose from the box ranging from the
1960s - 1970s. All vehicles are in overall good condition, however,
conditions range from vehicle to vehicle. The Y-12 1909 Thomas
Flyabout and Y-4 1909 Opel Coupe is missing the hard top cover
and the seats are loose on the Opel Coupe and 1911 Ford Model
T. You get all pictured.

1Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Loose Cars Lot of (684

First battle of Wolverine vs Deadpool. NM- condition.
1Wolverine #88/Key Deadpool85

From the DC Multiverse, this Flashpoint figures measures
approximately 7" tall. The figure is brand new, never opened, and
still in the original packaging. The box is in overall excellent
condition with very light signs of storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Batman Unmasked Flashpoint Figure86

10 consecutive issues. First cameo appearance of Jessica Priest,
later becomes She-Spawn. NM condition.

1Spawn #60-69/1st Jessica Priest Cameo87

Ten loose Matchbox vehicles featuring utility vehicles and trains
from 1978 - 1979. Conditions vary from vehicle to vehicle with
slight storage wear being evident on some in the form of paint
chips, but the tracks that come with the 1979 Bulldozer are
missing. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)88
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Controversial 1st cameo appearance of X-23, written on the label
of a test tube. NM condition.

1Wolverine #80/1st X-23?89

14 consecutive issues plus Annual #2. First cover art by Jae Lee.
NM condition.

1Namor #26-29 + Annual #290

Four X-Men Marvel Funko Pop figures. This listing contains #638
Mystique, #639 Nightcrawler, #643 Beast, and #644 Rogue. All
figures are brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. The boxes are in overall excellent condition, but
Rogue's box does have a slight tear on the upper left hand exterior
flap. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Marvel X-Men Funko Pop Lot of (4)90a

First appearance of Captain Universe. VF/VF+ condition.
1Micronauts #8/1st Captain Universe91

Ten loose Hot Wheels vehicles from 1977-1978. All vehicles are in
overall good condition, however, conditions vary from car to car in
the form of paint chipping as is evident on one of the 1977 Hot
Birds which has moderate signs of storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (10)92

Foil cover. 48 page issue. NM condition.
1Sensational She-Hulk #5093

16 comics. Includes #12-14,20-31 and #37. Appearances by
She-Hulk, Wolverine, Baron Strucker and more. NM condition.

1Nick Fury Agent of Shield Comic Lot94

A collector Bust from Batman Universe with accompanying
publication. This Harley Quinn measures approximately 5" tall and
7" wide. The figure is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging but the box does have light signs of storage
wear. The publication is in overall good condition, but does have
signs of light storage wear along the spine and edges of the front
and back covers. See pictures for further condition details.

1Batman Universe Harley Quinn Bust & More Lot95

Three  vintage Matchbox vehicles: two 1969 Merryweather Fire
Engine and a 1963 Ford Heavy Wreck Truck. Both vehicles are in
overall good condition, but there are some minor chips in the paint
along the contour of the bodies and slight scuffing on the top
emergency lights. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage 60s Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (3)96

11 comics. Includes parts 1-8, (2) interludes and the Wizard #1/2
issue. NM condition.

1Marvel/Top Cow Devil's Reign Set97

Snake-Eyes reveals his identity. NM condition.
1G.I. Joe #93-96/Snake Eyes Reveals Identity98

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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9 issues. #55 is the first appearance of the Commando Spawn suit,
equipped with artillery to preserve Spawn's powers. NM condition.

1Spawn #50-53 + #55-59/1st Commando Spawn99

Two Hot Wheels Redlines from the 1970s which features a blue
1970 Jet Threat and a red 1975 Corvette Stingray. Both vehicles
are in overall fine condition, however signs of moderate storage
and play wear are evident with chipping on both cars and on the
decals of the Corvette. See pictures for further condition details.

11970s Redline Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (2)100

5 consecutive issues. #136 is sealed in original polybag. #139 and
140 crossover with Transformers. NM- to NM range.

1G.I. Joe #136-140/Transformers Crossover101

Two Target Exclusive Star Wars Funko Pops. This lot features
#455 Storm Trooper and #456 Darth Vader. Both Funkos are brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. The boxes
are in overall excellent condition as they are contained in a plastic
protective sleeve. See pictures for further condition details.

1Star Wars Funko Pop Target Exclusive Lot of (2)102

A four-issue mini-series by Brian Pulido that teamed: Ghost Rider,
Satana, Brother Voodoo, Gargoyle, Werewolf by Night and Black
Cat. Each contains a mask insert (still attached), two are the rarer
Ghost Rider mask. NM condition.

1Supernaturals #1-4/Marvel Ghost Rider103

Lot of ten Matchbox vehicles from the 1970s. All vehicles are in
overall good condition, however, condition does vary from car to
car as seen through the wear on the decal of the orange No.60
Lotus Super Seven and the two rear tires on the No. 51 Combine
Harvester. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)104

Complete 4 issue series as well as the #1/2 Reborn issue featuring
a preview appearance of Rikki Barnes. NM condition.

1Heroes Reborn the Return #1-4 + #1/2105

A lot of two Batman the Animated Series Batmobiles (from The
Batman and Batman Beyond) with accompanying publications.
Both Batmobiles are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging, but the packaging does exhibit signs of light
storage wear as seen on the bottom of the boxes. The publications
are in overall good condition, however, storage wear is present
along the spine and edges of the pages. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Batman Animated Series Batmobiles & More Lot105a

Three Star Wars Funko Pops. Featuring #328 IG-11, #346 The
Client, and #349 Q9-0. All Funkos are brand new, never opened,
and still in the original packaging. The boxes themselves are in
overall great condition, however, there are price stickers present on
the barcodes on The Client and Q9-0. See pictures for further

1Star Wars Funko Pop Lot of (3)106

LOT # QTY
condition details. You get all pictured.

Second ongoing She-Hulk solo series and introduction of her
speaking to the reader or “breaking the 4th wall”. NM condition.

1Sensational She-Hulk #1-3107

Lot of four vintage Matchbox hotrods. See pictures for condition.
1Vintage Matchbox Speed Kings (Lot of 4)108

(2) covers featuring Nancy Suiter. Variant photo and standard
illustrated covers. NM condition.

1Carnal Comics Taxi Girls Adaptation w/Variant109

Lot includes issues #75-79,81-83,85-87 and 89. NM condition.
1Wolverine Group of (12) #75-89110

10 consecutive issues. First appearance of Tiffany, a Hellspawn
hunting angel. NM condition.

1Spawn #40-49 /1st Tiffany111

Vintage from the 1980s. Measures approximately 21" x 9 3/8" x 8".
Vehicle is in overall great condition with very few minor chips in the
paint and signs of wear in the decals. See pictures for further
condition details.

1Tonka Mighty Diesel Front End Loader112

Key first Beavis and Butt-Head comics.  NM condition.
1Beavis and Butt-Head #1 + Marvel Age #134113

4 comics. Includes #0, 19 and Benefit for Reed Waller #1 and 2.
NM condition.

1Omaha the Cat Dancer Comic Lot114

Based after Walt Disney's Cinderella, this almost 11" tall Holiday
Barbie was produced by Mattel in 1996. This lot additionally comes
with a miniature Barbie handbag and 4 1/4" princess barbie. The
Barbie is brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. The packaging is in overall good condition, however,
light storage wear is evident through scuffing on the bubble and
slight creasing in the box itself and does have a partially torn off
sticker on the top of the box. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Cinderella Holiday Princess Barbie & More115

Ten loose cars from 1977-1978. All vehicles display varying wears
and ranging conditions with various degrees of storage wear,
scratches, and chips in the paint. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (10)116

10 comics from Eros, Carnal Comics and Rip Off Press. You get all
pictured. Adults only. NM condition.

1Demi the Demoness Adult Comic Lot117

Complete 6 part series. 2002, Marvel. NM condition.
1Thanos Infinity Abyss #1-6118

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

Cover art and pencils by Stephen Platt. NM condition.
1Moon Knight #56/Stephen Platt Cover119

Six Models of Yesteryear loose from the box ranging from the
1960s - 1970s. All vehicles are in overall good condition, however,
conditions range from vehicle to vehicle. The 1928 Mercedes Benz
36/220 displays signs of heavy wear and paint chipping.

1Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Loose Cars Lot of (6120

Shirts, pants, hats, accessories, and more! This lot is perfect to
dress your beloved Build-A-Bear stuffed animal in. You get all
pictured.

1Build-A-Bear Workshop Clothes Lot120a

Adult comic. NM condition.
1Penthouse Comix #31121

7 comics. Includes Wolverine/Black Cat: Claws #1-3 and
Wolverine/Gambit: Victims #1-4. NM condition.

1Wolverine Mini-Series Lot122

10 consecutive issues. NM overall.
1Spawn #30-39/1st Cy-Gor/Freak/Redeemer123

Two Redline Hot Wheels vehicles from the 1960s - 1970s. Both
vehicles are in overall fine condition, however, there is heavier
wear on the 1968 Hot Heap which appears to be missing a wheel
and a seat. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage Redline Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (2)124

Complete 6 part limited series. NM condition.
1The Infinity War #1-6/Adam Warlock125

Complete 4 part limited series. NM condition.
1The Inhumans #1-4126

This lot contains DC Universe Justice League figures that are
approximately 5" tall. Featuring characters such as: The Key,
Batman, Silver Banshee, Shadow Thief, KGBeast, and Atomic
Skull. These figures are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. The box itself is in overall great condition,
however, it does have very light storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Justice League The Secret Society Figures Lot127

Ten loose Matchbox cars from 1979. The conditions of all the
vehicles vary, however most are in overall good condition. The
1979 white Model A Ford appears to have been drawn on in
marker. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)128

Includes #1 Deluxe (Neil Gaiman story inside), Jubilee #1 and
Collected Edition #3 (TPB). Adults only. NM condition.

1Cherry/Cherry Poptart Comic Lot129

LOT # QTY

5 consecutive issues. Adults only. NM condition.
1Cherry/Cherry Poptart #18-22130

Two 1998 and 1999 Batman Knight Force Ninja figures which
measure approximately 6 1/2" tall. The two figures featured in this
lot is the Deluxe Fist Fury Batman and Deluxe Arsenal Cape
Batman. Both figures are brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. The cards are in overall great condition,
however there are signs of light storage and age wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Batman Knight Force Ninjas Lot of (2)130a

6 comics. Includes Man -Thing #1-3 and Strange Tales
(Man-Thing) #1,2 and 4. NM condition.

1Man-Thing/Strange Tales Lot131

Two loose Matchbox cars from the 1960s, featuring a 1960 Rolls
Royce Silver Shadow Coupe and a 1969 Lotus Europa. Both
vehicles are in overall nice condition, however, there is are slight
chips in the paint and the Lotus Europa has a small crack in the
windshield. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage 60s Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (2)132

4 comics. Includes standard and variant covers for #1. Daredevil,
Black Widow, Shang-Chi, Moon Knight and Dagger. NM condition.

1Marvel Knights #1-3 + Variant133

Adult comic. NM condition.
1Penthouse Comix #30134

Includes a signed copy of Deja Sin #1 and (4) autographed photos.
The autographs do not come with CoAs, but Back to the Past
believes them to be genuine. NM condition.

1Carnal Comics Deja Sin Signed Photopack Lot135

Six Models of Yesteryear vehicles. All vehicles appear to be in
good condition, but there are some slight chips in the paint
exhibited on a few of the vehicles along the contours of the body.
The hardtop roof on the white 1909 Opel Coupe appears to be
loose on the right hand side. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Loose Cars Lot of (6136

Four Spider-Man Funko Pops. Featuring #396 Mary Jane, #398
Mister Negative, #408 Green Goblin, and #529 Miles Morales
which is a Previews Exclusive. All Funkos are brand new, never
opened, and are still in the original packaging. The boxes are in
overall great condition, but the Mister Negative Funko has a price
sticker on the bottom and there is slight sticker glue residue on the
Mary Jane. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Spider-Man Funko Pops Lot of (4)137

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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16 consecutive issues. Includes the hologram cover for #75. NM
condition.

1Wolverine #60-75138

9 consecutive issues. First appearances by Tremor and The Curse.
NM condition.

1Spawn #20-28/1st Tremor + Curse139

Ten loose Hot Wheels vehicles from 1978. All vehicles are in nice
condition but there are minor scuffs and chips in the paint in some
of the vehicles. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (10)140

4 consecutive issues. Adults only. NM condition.
1Cherry/Cherry Poptart #13-16141

4 consecutive issues. Adults only. NM condition.
1Cherry/Cherry Poptart #5-8142

3 consecutive issues. Adults only. NM condition.
1Cherry/Cherry Poptart #2-4143

Nine large Matchbox vehicles from the 1970s. The conditions of all
the vehicles range, however some do have some slight chips in the
paint along the contours of the body. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Large Cars Lot of (9)144

Premiere issue of adult comic featuring Cherry Poptart. NM-
condition.

1Cherry Poptart #1/1st Printing!145

First 10 issues. #1 is sealed in original polybag. NM condition.
1Ren and Stimpy #1-10/Marvel146

This Avengers Assemble: Thor Funko is an Amazon Exclusive and
measures approximately 5" tall. The Funko is brand new, never
opened, and is still in the original packaging. The box is in overall
excellent condition with minimal signs of light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Avengers Assemble: Thor #587 Funko Pop147

This vintage 12-car carrier case is from the 1970s. Measures
approximately 19 1/4" x 9" x 9". Overall nice condition, however, it
does have some parts of decals that are no longer stuck to the
plastic body of the case and there is slight staining in the front
decal. See pictures for further condition details.

1Johnny Lightning Al Unser Carrying Case148

Stephen Platt cover art inspired by The Amazing Spider-Man #300.
NM condition.

1Moon Knight #57/Key Spider-Man/Platt149

Adult comic. NM condition.
1Penthouse Comix #29150

LOT # QTY

One Crayola Giant Coloring Pages, three sticker packs, and five
Star Wars figures, which contains a loose C-3P0, and four Episode
I Figures: Jar Jar Binks, Watto, C-3P0 and Battle Droid. The
Episode I Figures are brand new, never opened, and still on the
original cards but do exhibit some signs of light storage wear along
the edges of the boxes. Conditions vary from item to item. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

1Star Wars Figures & Coloring Pages Lot150a

Complete 7 part series with fantastic art by Frank Cho! NM
condition.

1Shanna the She Devil #1-7/Frank Cho151

Ten vintage Matchbox cars from 1979. Conditions may vary from
car to car, however, there appears to be minor paint chipping
present on all. See pictures for further condition details. You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)152

Recalled issue due to a hidden message drawn by Al Milgrom onto
the spines of a stack of books about Marvel Editor-In-Chief that
reads: Bob Harras Ha ha He's Gone Good Riddance To Bad
Rubbish He Was A Nasty S.O.B.. VF+/NM- condition.

1Universe X Special: Spidey RECALLED Issue!153

13 comics. Includes #1-2 from the 1992 series and Warlock and
the Infinity Watch #1-8 + #10-12. NM condition.

1Warlock + Infinity Watch Comic Lot154

Two Batman figure sets, one of which is a Cast & Paint of Batman
& The Joker by Skullduggery and the other set is a PVC Figurine
Playset by Monogram. Both items are brand new, never opened,
still in original packaging, and the Cast & Paint is still factory
sealed. Both boxes are in excellent condition, however, there are
signs of light storage wear and a partially torn off sticker on the
PVC figurine set. See pictures for further condition details.

1Batman Figure Lot of (2)155

Six loose Models of Yesteryear cars from Matchbox. These
vehicles appear to be in good shape overall, however, conditions
range from car to car and there appears to be small scratches and
chips in the paint on some. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Loose Cars Lot of (6156

Lot includes #41 (1st and 2nd prints), 42-46,48-53 and 55-57. NM
condition.

1Wolverine Group of (16) #41-57157

This collector's bust of Poison Ivy measures approximately 5 1/2"
tall and 4" wide and comes with the accompanying publication. The
bust is brand new, never opened, still in the original packaging, and
is still factory sealed. Both the box and publication are in overall
great condition, however, there are slight signs of light storage

1Batman Universe Poison Ivy Bust & More158

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY
wear present. See pictures for further condition details.

11 consecutive issues. First appearance of Angela. First cameo
and full appearance of the Redeemer (Anti-Spawn). In issue #16
Greg Capullo starts his tenure with his first artwork in Spawn. NM
condition.

1Spawn #9-19/1st Angela159

Two vintage Hot Wheels Red lines, which features a 1969
Mercedes Benz 280SL and a 1970 Bugeye. Both vehicles are in
overall good condition, however, there is slight paint chipping
happening on the Mercedes Benz 280SL and the Bugeye has
moderate signs of storage wear and chips in the paint along the
contours of the body. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage Redline Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (2)160

This lot features two National Geographic Lord of the Ring DVDs, a
Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers Role-playing Adventure Game,
and three National Geographic DVDs: Lewis & Clark, Egypt
Eternal, and 30 Years of National Geographic Specials. The game
is presumed to be complete. All DVDs appear to be in overall great
condition but does have light storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

1Lord of the Rings & More DVD Game Lot160a

12  issues. First series.  NM condition.
1Ultimates #1-12/Marvel 2002161

3 comics. Includes the #1 sketch variant cover. NM condition.
1Ultimates 2 #1-3/Sketch variant162

6 early issues of Wolverine. Hulk (Joe Fixit) appearance. NM
condition.

1Wolverine #7/11-15163

Three loose Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s. Features two No.
17 Horse Boxes and one No. 11 Scaffolding Truck. All vehicles are
in overall great condition with minor chips in the paint, however,
one of the Horse Boxes appears to have writing in marker on the
bottom of the chassis. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Vintage 60s Matchbox Loose Car Lot of (3)164

16 comics. Includes Ultimate Marvel Team-Up #1,6-11, Ultimate
Six #1,2,5,6, Ultimate War !-4 and Ultimate Nightmare #5. NM
condition.

1Marvel Ultimate Universe Comic Lot165

Adult comic. NM condition.
1Penthouse Comix #28166

Lot of Beanie Babies and miscellaneous stuffed animals. There are
three American Trio Beanie Babies that are brand new, never
opened, and still on the original card. The Liberty Beanie Baby has
slight discoloration shown on it's bubble. Conditions on the stuffed
animals vary. You get all pictured.

1Beanie Babies & Stuffed Animals Lot167

LOT # QTY

Ten loose Matchbox cars from 1978 and 1979. All vehicles appear
to be in nice shape, however, conditions vary from vehicle to
vehicle as a handful of these items have very minor chips in the
paint. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)168

First print. 1994. NM condition.
1Lady Death Swimsuit Special #1169

6 comics. Includes issues #1,3-6 and the Marvel: 2001 Special
Convention Preview Book. Preview of Elsa Bloodstone pre-dates
Bloodstone #1. NM condition.

1Wolverine Origin #1/3-6 + Key 1st Bloodstone170

Red Velvet logo variant edition. NM condition.
1Lady Death #1/2 Velvet Edition Variant171

Two loose Redline Hot Wheels vehicles from 1969. This lot
features a Mercedes Benz 280SL and a Fire Dept. vehicle. Both
cars appear to be in nice condition, however, paint chipping and
signs of storage wear is evident. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage Redline Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (2)172

Sealed in original polybag. First cameo team appearance of The
Nine AKA the Midnight Sons: Ghost Rider, Johnny Blaze, Morbius,
Blade, Hannibal King, Frank Drake, Sam Buchanan, Victoria
Montesi, Louise Hastings. NM condition.

1Ghost Rider #28/Key/1st Midnight Sons173

First print! First appearance of Omaha the Cat Dancer in a
standard comic book. VF/VF+ condition.

1Bizarre Sex #9/Key/1st Omaha Cat Dancer174

7 consecutive issues. Includes first appearances by
Vindicator/Clown/Overtkill and more! NM condition.

1Spawn #2-8/1st Violator + More175

This Han Solo With Tauntaun Funko measures approximately 5"
tall and is an Amazon Exclusive. The Funko is brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. The box is in overall
great condition but does have some light storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Han Solo With Tauntaun #373 Funko Pop175a

Two loose Matchbox cars from 1969. Featuring two No. 56 BMC
1800 Pininfarinas, one in orange and one in pink. Both cars are in
overall good condition, but there are some chips in the paint and
slight scuffing on the windshields. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Vintage 60s Matchbox Loose Car Lot of (2)176

First printing! VF/VF+ condition.
1Omaha the Cat Dancer #1/1st Print177
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This Eclipso figure comes from DC Comics' 75 Years of Super
Power and includes a collector button within the packaging. This
articulated figure measures approximately 6" tall and is brand new,
never opened, and still in the original packaging. The box is in
overall great condition but does have light storage wear along the
edges of the box. See pictures for further condition details.

1DC Universe Eclipso Figure178

3 comics. Includes 3 different Studio variant covers (B&W). NM
condition.

1Jim Balent's Tarot #98/100/101 Variants!179

Ten loose Matchbox cars circa 1971. The conditions of each
vehicle ranges, yet most are in overall good condition. However,
there are some cars that have very minor paint chips and scratches
in the paint and decals. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)180

This Mary Batson Figure is to commemorate DC Comics' 75 Years
of Super Power and includes a collector button within the
packaging. This figure stands about 6" tall and is brand new, never
opened, and still in the packaging. The box is in overall great
condition but does have light storage wear and a partially torn off
sticker on the front right of the bubble. See pictures for further
condition details.

1DC Universe Mary Batson Figure180a

Lot includes #2-7, 9-12 and Special Editions #2-3. VF+ to NM-/NM
condition.

1Micronauts Group of (12) #2-12 + Specials181

First time Sabretooth appears in a Wolverine title. This also feature
the first appearance of Silver Fox. NM- condition.

1Wolverine #10/1st Sabretooth in Title182

First cover art by Stephen Platt on Moon Knight. NM condition.
1Moon Knight #55/1st Platt Cover183

Two Redline Hot Wheels Vehicles from the 1960s - 1970s.
Features a red 1969 Red Baron and a blue 1970 Bugeye. Both
vehicles are in overall nice condition, however, both exhibit signs of
moderate wear in the paint's finish and the Red Baron is missing
the helmet decals, the spike has been broken off, both front and
back axles are bent, and it is missing the rear left wheel. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage Redline Hot Wheels Loose Cars Lot of (2)184

This figure is a special hand painted collector's edition figure which
was cast in lead and comes with its accompanying publication.
Standing 4 1/2" tall, this figure is brand new, never opened, and
still in the original packaging. Both items are in overall great
condition with light signs of storage wear being present on the box
and covers of the publication. See pictures for further condition

1DC Batwoman Figure & Publication Lot185

LOT # QTY
details.

Adult comic. NM condition.
1Penthouse Comix #27186

Iconic cover art by John Buscema featuring Wolverine and the Hulk
as his Joe Fixit persona. NM- condition.

1Wolverine #8/Key Hulk187

Three vintage Matchbox vehicles from the 1960s - 1970s. Features
a King Size Mobile Crane, a King Size Leyland Tipper, and a Super
Kings Scammel Heavy Wreck truck. All vehicles are in overall good
condition but there are some minor paint chips and the rear left tire
on the Leyland Tipper is loose. See pictures for further condition
details.

1King Size/Super Kings Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (188

This Amazon Exclusive Avengers Assemble: Captain America
Funko Pop stands about 4 1/2" tall. The Funko is brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. The box is in overall
great condition with very light signs of storage wear being present
on the top exterior flap. See pictures for further condition details.

1Captain America #589 Funko Pop189

First appearance of Spawn, Sam & Twitch and Malebolgia. NM
condition.

1Spawn #1/Key190

This Copperhead figure is to commemorate DC Comics' 75 Years
of Super Power and includes a collector button within the
packaging. This figure stands approximately 6 1/2" tall and is brand
new, never opened, and still in the original packaging. The
packaging itself is in overall great condition with light storage wear
along the edges of the card and a sticker on the front right of the
bubble. See pictures for further condition details.

1DC Universe Copperhead Figure190a

You get all pictured. NM condition.
1Carnal Comics Lot of (5)191

Ten loose Matchbox cars from 1970 - 1971. The conditions of the
vehicles range and some vehicles display more wear and chipping
in the paint than the others. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Matchbox Loose Cars Lot of (10)192

6 comics. Includes Guts & Glory (Platt!), Witchblade/Wolverine #1,
Wolverine World Wildlife Fund charity comic, Jungle Adventure and
Annuals '95 and '96. NM condition.

1Wolverine - All the Rest Lot193

First appearance of Spider-Girl, Mayday Parker, the child of Peter
and Mary Jane in an alternate universe. VF+/NM- condition.

1What If #105/1st Spider-Girl!194

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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This figure is a special hand painted collector's edition figure which
was cast in lead and comes with its accompanying publication.
Standing 3 3/4" tall, this figure is brand new, never opened, and
still in the original packaging. Both items are in overall great
condition with very light signs of storage wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

1DC Black Canary Figure & Publication Lot195

Ten loose Corgi vehicles. Conditions range from vehicle to vehicle,
but there is paint chipping evident on most and some decals have
been worn off (as shown on the white Healer Wheeler). You get all
pictured.

1Vintage Corgi Loose Cars Lot of (10)196

19 comics. Includes Angela #1-3 (2nd app. Of Angela), Blood Feud
#1-4, Spawn Fan Edition #1 (1st Viking Hellspawn), #2 (x2),
Spawn/Wildcats #1-4, Medieval Spawn Witchblade #3, and Curse
of Spawn #2,3,9 and 10. NM condition.

1Spawn  - All the Rest Lot/Keys197

Nearly a short box full of Ultraverse comics. Includes almost all of
the #1 issues. Prime, Solitaire, Strangers, Mantra, Hard Case,
Rune and many, many more titles! NM condition overall.

1Ultraverse/Malibu Box Lot198

This Funko pop stands approximately 7 1/2" tall and features
Batman looming over Catwoman. The Funko is brand new, never
opened, and still in the original packaging. The box is in overall
great condition but does have some light scuffing on the bottom
and light denting on the left side. See pictures for further condition
details.

1Batman & Catwoman #291 Funko Pop199

This aqua 1971 Strip Teaser is in overall good condition with signs
of playwear and minor chips in the paint and on the two side door
decals and front end decals. See pictures for further condition
details.

11971 Strip Teaser Redline Hot Wheels Car200

First appearance of Shuri, T'Challa's sister and future Black
Panther. NM condition.

1Black Panther #2/1st Shuri!201
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